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PRESS RELEASE

ASTERIA MOVE™ AND UNIFIER™

FOR MOMENTS ON THE MOVE
Introducing a new portable Asteria™ lamp and a wireless Qi 
charger for bright moments on the move. For a simpler and more 
flexible living without any unattractive cords.

ASTERIA MOVE™ 
An UMAGE classic with a twist. Asteria Move™ gives you the 
minimal and elegant Asteria design you already know and love, 
but in a small portable and cordless version, making it easy to 
move around, hence the name.

The lamp has a built-in custom LED light with a soft white diffuser 
that ensures a glare-free glow. Asteria Move™ has three light 
intensity levels that can be adjusted by pushing the button of the 
lamp base. The battery of the Asteria Move™ has a lifetime up 
to 35 hours, and it can easily be charged by placing it on top of 
any Qi charging unit, like the Unifier™ from the UMAGE lighting 
accessory collection or with the included USB cable. 

Asteria Move™ is an ideal lighting option for tables in cafés or 
restaurants but will by guarantee add elegance to every corner 
of the private home as well. The small size and portable design 
makes Asteria Move™ the perfect illumination for all places 
and occasions.

UNIFIER™ WIRELESS QI CHARGER
Practical, simple and elegant – the Unifier charging unit offers 
wireless Qi charging of everything from the Asteria Move™ lamp 
to your smartphone and all other Qi-supported technology. You 
simply charge your devices, without any cords, by placing it di-
rectly on the pad. The LED light on the Unifier™ lets you monitor 
the charging process. 

The Unifier™ is available in white/rose gold or black, and it 
delivers a stable output, up to 10W.

UMAGE is a Danish word meaning ‘making an effort’, and that’s 
what we want to do every day. UMAGE is where beautiful Danish 
design meets affordability, high-quality materials and a genuine 
care for the environment. Nature is the fundamental inspiration 
for all the designs at UMAGE, and you’ll notice nature’s presence 
in the shapes, colours, materials and sometimes even in the func-
tionality of the furniture and lighting.

Find more info on our website umage.com
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PRODUCT FACTS

Name Asteria Move, portable lamp

Designer Søren Ravn Christensen, 2021 

Material Steel, Aluminium and PMMA. LED panel built-in

Light info Portable lamp with built-in lithium-Ion battery.                                                    
Dimmable                                                        
Light step 1: Lighting hours 35, 3000 k, 5lm, >80 ra 
Light step 2: Lighting hours 15, 3000 k, 22lm, >80 ra 
Light step 3: Lighting hours 6, 3000 k, 60lm, >80 ra

Size Ø: 20 cm x H: 30.6 cm 

Colours Pearl white, Anthracite grey, Forest green, Ruby red, 
black

Price 199 EUR, 179 GBP, 1499 DKK, 2099 SEK  

PRODUCT FACTS

Name Unifier, Qi wireless charger

Designer UMAGE Design Team, 2021 

Material PC and Aluminium

Size Ø: 9.9 cm x H: 0.7 cm                                           
1 m USB to Micro-USB cable

Colours White/rose gold, black/chrome

Price 24.95 EUR, 21.95 GBP, 179 DKK, 249 SEK 
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